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Resumo
A dissertação seguinte apresenta uma exploração do desenvolvimetno de um planeador de tra-
jetórias que é integrado num sistema de visão estereoscópica a bordo de uma embarcação não
tripulada. O objetivo principal deste trabalho é apresentar novas funcionalidades capazes de inter-
agir com as previamente desenvolvidas para o OceanSys - DEEC/FEUP.
Neste projecto foi primeiro estudado como é que o par de câmeras faziam o reconhecimento
de obstáculos e uma actualização do hardware foi pensada.
Seguidamente um planeador de trajetóras foi desenvolvido, que foi testado num ambiente de
simulação em MS2010, com o objetivo de fazer um processamento da informação recebida através
do sistema de visão estereoscópica e para perceber se o planeador de trajetórias estava com um
comportamento pretendido.
No final consegue-se uma interacção entre ambos os sistemas, sendo apresentado um exemplo
com os resultados.
Neste trabalho consegue-se perceber que uma embarcação autonoma só com um sistema de
condução visual é bastante precária. Necessita de mais modos de detectar ameaças para garantir a
segurança do veículo.
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Abstract
Throughout this dissertation, there is an exploration of the development of a path planner that is
based on a stereo vision system on board an unmanned vessel. The main interest of this work
is adding new functionalities that are able to interact with the previous developed ones in the
OceanSys - DEEC/FEUP ASV.
In the project an interpretation of how the pair of video cameras made the obstacles recognition
was studied and an upgrade of the hardware was thought of.
A path planner was developed, and tested in a MS2010 scenario, in order to treat the informa-
tion received via stereo system and to understand whether the path planner algorithm was properly
working and granting the proper information.
In the end, a integration is achieved between both systems, and an example of a result is
presented.
In this project a main conclusion is reached, that a vessel that uses a single detection system,
in this case a stereo vision system, is precarious, has it can not detect all the threats that may rise,
putting the vessel in danger.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This first chapter is used to present the motivation and objectives of the project carried out. It also
introduces the structure of the document.
1.1 Motivation
Robotics has evolved in a way that it is now being used in several different fields. There are
more and more projects to enable automation from even the simpler tasks, to more complex ones.
Take for example the latest house cleaning robots, they are able to not only clean a whole house,
regarding the proper marks are well placed, but also make a smart battery management being able
to go to its recharge station when needed.
Being a Portuguese student and studying in a littoral area, a project that involved maritime
robotics and the sea was always appealing to do work with or for. Since Portugal has a very large
maritime cost, about 50% of its border is by sea, it has always been a very profitable source of
income. With the evolution of the global positioning systems, they have become more compact,
effective and affordable, unmanned surface vehicles have become more capable. This allows the
vessels to have diverse missions such as payload deliveries, area patrols and port routine tasks.
1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this document is to give an introduction for the dissertation that is about to
be done named “Visual Conduction of Autonomous Vessels”. The dissertation will focus on the
following objectives:
• Identify obstacles and track their position, if they are not static;
• Have the vessels movement respecting the nautical driving rules COLlision REGulationS
(COLREGS);
• Use the previous information in a path planner.
1
2 Introduction
1.3 Dissertation Structure
In chapter 1 the introduction of the theme is given. In chapter 2 the state of the art in presented,
where the theme is developed and explained. First, a contextualization is given and afterwards the
theory behind the theme is explored, with several options. In chapter 3 the theory and mathematics
behind the vision system is explained. In chapter 4 and 5 the theory and methods used in project
are detailed. Chapter 4 presents the vision system, while chapter 5 explains the path planner. In
chapter 6 the results are presented. Finally, in chapter 7, the conclusion of the project is presented.
Chapter 2
State of the Art
In this chapter a small background story of robotics is given. Afterwards the theme of the project
is explored detailing the main pre requisites for an autonomous vessel, nautical driving rules,
surrounding environment and path planning algorithms. Afterwards some examples of vision
applied in robotics are given and some bit matching algorithms are explored.
2.1 Beginnings of Robotics
Unmanned surface vehicles (USV) are dated back to World War 2, however only lately a large
number of projects started to appear and gain propagation. This is due, not only to the large
technological advances, but also to the US Navy large bet on USV to focus on littoral warfare and
anti-terrorism missions. With the outcome of several missions during the Gulf war, USV attracted
a lot of attention and thus gained a lot of developing projects.
Even though the first boom in unmanned vehicles is attributed to the Second World War, there
are previous works in the area that made possible projects like these to even be thought of. One
of the first works using unmanned vessels, was the work of Nikola Tesla, he presented in 1898 a
radio controlled vehicle, seen on 2.1 and 2.2.. This project was later acquired by the US army
and the concept of modern warfare was created.
Figure 2.1: Teleautomaton - longitudinal
section [1]
Figure 2.2: Teleautomaton - plan view and
circuit connections [1]
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In the years to come there were the two worst human conflicts the world has ever seen. In the
First World War there was a large development in aviation, however this caused so many casualties
that the armies started to think of ways to lower this highly number of deaths. During the Second
World War started the first experiments with USV. A Canadian project, the COMOX torpedo [11],
was developed. It was designed to lay smoke during an invasion, rather than using an aircraft with
a pilot. It was designed as a torpedo because it could only be programmed to traverse fixed courses.
Meanwhile, the US Navy was developing and testing several types of “Demolition Rocket Craft”
that were designed and projected to clear mines and obstacles in the surf zone.
In the years following the Second World War, the USV applications were expanded to other
areas. The US Navy started using drone boats to collect radioactive samples of water after atomic
bomb blast tests. Its Mine Defence Laboratory project DRONE constructed and tested a remotely
operating minesweeping boat in 1954. With the positive results of this previous project, develop-
ment in the area continued to grow until the 1960’s and the Vietnam War was happening. During
this conflict the US Navy developed the “Drone Boat”, a 15ft (4.57 meters) USV for unmanned
munitions deployment. Also the Larger Minesweeper Drone (MSD) USV were developed and
deployed in the Vietnam in the late 1960’s.
By this time, several other countries, started to acknowledge unmanned minesweeping systems
as an asset and started to develop and deploy their own projects.
Fast-forwarding a couple of years to the 1990’s, there is a large boom of USV projects starting
to rise. A one mine-hunting USV was developed by the US Navy, the Remote Mine-Hunting
System (RMS). This USV is an air-breathing submersible that tows mine-hunting sensors and is
deployed and remotely operated from surface combatants. It was based in the Dolphin, a Canadian
remotely operated mine hunting vehicle.
Figure 2.3: RMS [2]
Another Canadian USV project is the Canadian Barracuda. This vessel is an unmanned version
of an 11 meters rigid hull inflated boat (RIB). The Canadian company International Submarine
Engineering Ltd (ISE) has developed USV for several years and they came up with an offer called
the Tactical Controller (TC) Kit. This kit, pretty much, transforms an existing manned boat in a
USV that is operated via a command link. It is a portable, modular, flexible, expandable package
that is based on ACE, the ISE’s proprietary open architecture control system software.
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On a more local company, the Portuguese Dynamical Systems and Ocean Robotics laboratory,
has developed several marine robotic vessels. Of these the DELFIM, 2.4, and the Caravela, 2.5,
stand amongst the others. The DELFIM is an autonomous surface catamaran and the Caravela is
a autonomous oceanographic vessel with a range of operation of at least 700 nautical miles.
Figure 2.4: DELFIM [3] Figure 2.5: CARAVELA [3]
With a lot of companies developing robotics, this area became a very competitive one. So
there are also several public contests to bring this competitiveness to a whole new level.
In 2012 there was the AFRON 10 Dollar Robot Challenge [12]. Participants had a 10 dollar
budget to construct a fully functional robot. The winner robot, the Suckerbot, was completely
functional and came in just a little under 9 dollars, 2.6. This challenge was done in Africa and has
the intent to spread robotics knowledge. Also, all the tools needed are provided.
Figure 2.6: Suckerbot - AFRON winner
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The United States Department of Defence (DoD) also has a robotics challenge, the DARPA
challenge, [13]. It is a challenge that dates back to 2004 and so far there have been 4 editions,
being the last one the 2012 edition that is predicted to end in December 2014. The 3 editions were
races that required unmanned land vehicles to perform under tough terrains (eg. deserts) or urban
ones. The latest edition is dedicated to humanoid robots to perform complex tasks in dangerous,
degraded, human-engineered environments.
There is also a competition regarding robotic sailing, the World Robotic Sailing Champi-
onship, that has seen an edition, the 2009, in FEUP.
2.2 Prerequisites for an Autonomous Vessel
Regarding an autonomous vessel that requires to perform tasks in a nautical environment, it must
characterized by the following features:
• Good cost performance relation;
• Endurance
• Ability to blend with the environment
• Ability to detect, track, follow and identify objects of interest
• Ability to act differently accordingly to gathered data
• Be autonomous, be independent of human actions to perform a mission.
2.3 Nautical Driving Rules
At an early stage in the project, the vessel will only be active in a controlled environment, but, the
main goal is having it tested in an open world scenario, with unexpected obstacles and other ves-
sels, unmanned or not. Regarding the other vessel that maybe encountered there are several rules
that need to be followed, rules regarding the navigation of the vessel. In the event that the vessel
encounters a manned vehicle, its human operator will need to know how the unmanned vessel will
behave. If an unmanned vessel crosses on path there will also be an expected behaviour from it.
Therefore the vessel will have to respect the COLlision REGulationS (COLREGS) published in
1972 by the International Maritime Organization, [14]. These sets of rules will be the main basic
ground for the implementation of the moving and obstacle avoidance algorithms.
One problem that rises with the implementation of the COLREGS is its humanization. These
rules were written for human operators, so their interpretation will not be as linear as it is needed
for the unmanned vessel. Despite the COLREGS being as precise as possible describing what
constitutes being in a certain situation and what is compulsory to be done, this, however, can still
be ambiguous. There are several situations that can have several different interpretations, usually
when there are several vessels in close proximity. Even though the COLREGS is thorough in its
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contents, an unmanned vessel stills lacks a very important aspect when using COLREGS, human
interpretation of every situation.
Figure 2.7: COLREGS - ambiguous scenario
For example in 2.7 an ambiguous case is presented. In the (a) case it is possible for the vessel
to proceed with safety, and neither vessel needs to stop to give way for the other. In the (b) case,
the vessel that appears on the right has priority and the other vessel must give way for him to pass.
There are four main rules that need to be thoroughly implemented, as viewed in [15], and
those rules are:
Rule 14: The head-on situation.
When two vessels meet on different ways of a similar course, both of them shall alter its course
to starboard, so each one passes on the other vessel’s port side, 2.8 (a).
Rule 15: The crossing situation.
When two vessel’s courses are in risk of collision, the vessel which has the other on its own
starboard shall keep out of the way and, if circumstances of the case admit, avoid crossing ahead
of the other vessel, 2.7.
Rule 16: The give-way vessel.
The give way vessel must take early action to do so, 2.8 (b).
Rule 17: The stand-on vessel.
Where one of two vessels is to keep out of the way, the other shall keep its course and speed.
The latter may take action to avoid collision, if the other vessel is intended to give way, 2.8 (c).
In [16] there are details of successful in-water demonstrations of a behaviour-based system
that had the rules of the nautical interaction explicitly built into its behaviour algorithms are given.
2.4 Surrounding Environments
To complete the mission from going to point A to point B there will be several natural difficulties
that need to be attended, as seen in [17]. The first one will be regarding the surface where the
vessel will navigate. During the early stage, the vessel will be tested in controlled environment, so
there won’t be a real challenge there, however, when the tests are to be done on the river, there are
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Figure 2.8: COLREGS - (a) head-on situation (b) passing (c) crossing
currents and tides to be accounted for. Also, if the vessel will be tested at the sea, there is also the
case of the waves that will make image acquisition and navigation quite challenging.
Regarding image acquisition there is still the concern of the luminosity. Simple changes in the
weather, proximity towards the cost line or even the air quality of the area, have a great impact
in it. Drastic changes in the luminosity make image acquisition to have unpredictable results.
The simple example of a cloud passing right under the sun, will make the light of that area change
completely, making the object identification to be completely different from a few moments before.
Still on the same subject, there’s the case of reflex. When there is fair amount of luminosity,
the maritime surface will case a mirror effect that will glare the cameras. To combat this there are
several types of polarization filters that can be applied.
In [18] a solution is presented that can deal with the problems above mentioned.
2.5 Introduction to Obstacle Avoidance/Path Planner
One of the most important aspects of a vessel is its ability to go through a determined mission
while avoiding any obstacle in its path. To do this a simple algorithm can be used:
• Plan the shortest path (ideally a straight line).
• Check for obstacles.
• If obstacles in path, re-plan path.
• Re-check for obstacles with the new path.
• If, again, obstacles in path go back to the previous point. If not, then, continue with route.
• Reach destination.
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The algorithm might appear simple, developing it, however, presents itself as a more challeng-
ing aspect. There are two main types of obstacle avoidance the reactive type and the deliberative
type.
The deliberative obstacle avoidance aims to plan a path in the far field that follows as close
as possible to the original path, avoiding both stationary and moving obstacles. This component
uses anticipatory information, such as stationary objects positions, or areas that must be avoided.
In [19] this is used having a path planner with a discrete grid. Each cell in the grid is assigned a
value of the probability of being occupied by an obstacle or not. Allied to the grid, it can used, for
example, Dijkstra’s algorithm to calculate the shortest path between cells.
However, the deliberative is only good for long distances or known obstacles. For recently and
close obstacles detected a reactive obstacle avoidance is necessary.
Still regarding obstacle avoidance two cases must be considered, fixed obstacles and moving
ones. To avoid a fixed obstacle one must only identify it and “tell” the vessel to avoid that area,
obstacle area plus a defensive distance to account for some random detours of the vessel while
moving. When considering a moving obstacle the case changes. This implies going from a geo-
metric problem to a dynamic one. Not only a certain area needs to be avoided at a given time, but
also the vessel needs to be able to change its location at that time. So going from a deterministic
problem to a stochastic one. One way to track a moving obstacle is to use a Kalman filter, it will
give a prediction of its path allowing for an avoidance trajectory to be calculated.
In [19], Larson, Ebken and Bruch reported on a behaviour-based hazard avoidance (HA)
system for autonomous surface vehicles that combines deliberative path planning and reactive
response to close dynamic obstacles.
The next part will cover some path planning algorithms examples, [5].
2.5.1 Bug Algorithms
The bug algorithms were developed to be used when the surrounding environments are unknown.
The robot has to rely solely on its sensors to reach its objectives. When using these algorithms a
map is not drawn and the algorithm assumes the robot always knows its coordinates.
There several versions of the Bug algorithms: the bug1 2.9, bug2 2.10 and the bug2+. Being
the first one the original and the others improved versions.
By analysing 2.9 and 2.10, there can be seen that the Bug2 algorithm does not need to fully
outline the obstacle. This occours because when it gets to a position that is closer to its target, the
vessel will go from that point onwards.
2.5.2 Roadmap
In this algorithm there are nodes and connections between nodes. Both of these have a physical
meaning, the nodes can be locations and the connections can be the path to these locations.
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Figure 2.9: Bug1 Algorithm [4] Figure 2.10: Bug2 Algorithm [4]
Using this approach the path planning is but a graph search. This search can be executed using
the usual techniques in graph searching. The main issue in this algorithm is the contraction of the
roadmap. It can be build using the following approaches.
Some examples of roadmap algorithms are: the visibility graph 2.11 and the voronoi diagram.
Figure 2.11: Roadmap Visibility Graph [4]
2.5.3 Cell Decomposition
As the roadmap algorithm, this method is a graph search algorithm. It has two main methods:
exact cell decomposition and approximate cell decomposition 2.12.
2.5.4 Graph Search Algorithms
These are exhaustive search algorithms. Only when the destination is met, they know they have
reached the goal. During the previous steps they have no idea of the distance that is still yet to be
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Figure 2.12: Cell Decomposition - Exact Cell vs. Approximate Cell [4]
travelled. The following are the most used algorithms:
• Depth search - Explores the highest depth nodes, before revaluating the previous ones 2.13.
• Width search - Analyses all the connection of a node, before going to another node.
• Limited depth search - There is a limit of moves/distance travelled set in the beginning.
If this limit is met, then the algorithm goes back to previous nodes, instead of continuing
forward.
• Iterative deepening depth-first search - This algorithm is an evolution of the previous one. It
does the limited depth search algorithm, however if no solution is met, then the limit range
is expanded so a solution may be found.
Associated with these algorithms there are some factors to take into account for their effec-
tiveness and efficiency:
• Either it is completed or it is impossible to complete. This means that if there is a way to
reach the goal, then it is always met.
• Time issues, the larger number of nodes the longer it will take to process them.
• Memory issues, all the nodes must be stored in memory in order to perform the necessary
calculations.
• Optimal solution, even when a path to reach the destination is found, it will still evaluate all
the others to search for a faster/less expensive option.
2.5.5 Heuristic Algorithms
These algorithms reduce the search time and they use some information to pick the sequence
of search. There are several heuristic algorithms: dijktra’s algorithm, greedy search and the A*
family algorithms.
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Figure 2.13: Graph Search Algorithm - Depth First Search [5]
2.5.5.1 A* Family
This search algorithm not only accounts for the closer nodes to the starting position, but also
the distance until the destination is reached. This algorithm uses a heuristic function f (n) that
determines the search order of the nodes:
f (n) = g(n)+h(n) (2.1)
Where: g(n) – is the actual cost from the initial node to the n node. h(n) – is a heuristic
function that estimates the cost from the n node to the final node. The steps of this algorithm are
as follows:
• The system is initiated on the initial node. The f (ninitial) is calculated and this node is
written on a list of nodes, the open list. The following steps are followed until the destination
node is found or the open list is empty, the latter meaning that there is no solution.
• The best node of the open list is picked (the node with the lowest f (n)). Since this node is
considered processed, its entry is deleted from the open list and instead written on a closed
list, list of processed nodes.
• From this point all the adjacent nodes (nodes connected to the n node) are going to be
evaluated. They can be 1 of the following cases:
- Be written in the open list, if they are not there yet or are not on the closed list either.
- If they already are in the open list, then their f(n) is revaluated. If its f(n) is lower than the
previously calculated f(n) then the path is readjusted.
• If the node is written in the closed list, it is revaluated and if the f(n) is lower form this node
to the destination, the node is then erased form the closed list and rewritten in the open list.
If the system has a consistent heuristic information then the third point can be discarded in
order to make the algorithm a lot faster.
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There are several aspects that can affect this algorithm’s performance: the CPU velocity, the
memory limitation and the type structure to use in the lists.
2.5.6 Vector Field Histogram
The Vector Field Histogram (VFH) algorithm comes from the Virtual Force Field (VFF) algorithm.
It fixes some of the major potential fields issues. The VFH is based on a model represented in a bi
dimensional grid, the 2D histogram grid. The VFH has 3 main steps:
Each grid position has a value. This value represents the certainty level of whether there is an
obstacle in that position. For every sensor reading of a certain position the correspondent value is
incremented.
Only a certain area of the grid is considered in the robot’s proximity. This is called an active
window. This active window is transformed in a unidimensional polar histogram.
The histogram is then analysed and peaks and valleys are identified. A threshold is defined and
is used to separate directions without obstacles from those with obstacles. Out of these directions
the ones that are picked have valleys that have enough widthness to allow the robot to go through.
The valley chosen is the one that has the lowest cost function. This cost function takes into
account three main factors: the robot’s alignment towards the goal, the difference between its
current direction and the end point’s direction and the difference between the previously direction
and its new direction.
The threshold defined has a large weight on the algorithm, as the higher its value, the higher
the chance that a path is projected. However this high valued threshold has a trade-off, on the one
hand it means that the path is hazardous (close proximity to targets), on the other hand it results
on a high number of possible paths explored.
This is a very reliable algorithm, as the imperfections from the sensors (noise, fake read-
ings/false positives, etc.) have a low weight on the histogram, since it is calculated using multiple
sensor readings. On the other hand, this algorithm tends to get stuck when following a closest/low
cost trajectory. This can be corrected using a global planning algorithm with a waypoint manager
to “unstuck” the robot.
The developers of the VFH released an improvement of this algorithm, the VFH+. This new
algorithm assumes that circular trajectories can occur. Also, it utilizes a new type of histogram,
the masked polar histogram. This new histogram generates a better representation of the robot’s
possible paths. Furthermore, it has the ability to relate the robot’s velocity to the path taken and
the obstacles that need to be surpassed. It a moving obstacle requires a change of speed instead of
being bypassed, the algorithm reduces the robot’s speed until the object is no lower a threat.
A third batch of this algorithm was released, the VFH*. This latest version uses the previously
mentioned A* algorithm, and solves some issues of its previous versions. The other two algorithms
were based on a local obstacle avoidance method. It lacked long term planning resulting in the
“getting stuck” problem. This new algorithm analyses the new position where it is supposed
to go so the algorithm knows whether that is a good option or not. There is a trade-off to this
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improvement, the algorithm needs a lot more of computational power to analyse all these new
positions.
2.6 Vision Applied in Robotics
An autonomous robot needs sensors to withdraw information from the world. One type of sensors
that can be used in robotics vision sensor, cameras, which can have images of the world and gather
information from these. There are several uses that vision can have when used in conjunction with
robotics.
In [20] and [21] there are two examples of vision used in robotic systems. The first example
serves as an argument to why and how vision can be used by an autonomous car. How it can be
used to “read” the road to gather the necessary information and to work with it, as a human being
would do in a perfect way. It is concluded that there is still a lot of room for improvement and that
vision systems are still in their early years. In the second example there is a study that provides
all the necessary parts of a visual system that is able to be fully autonomous on an unpredictable
urban scenario. It follows an article that overviews the Stanford’s University entry in the Darpa
Challenge of 2007.
In [16] there is an example of how vision can be used as a routine asset. In this article
an autonomous sea surface vehicle is detailed to how it can be used in patrolling an area and
being able to detect and track other vessels and to determine whether or not they are hazardous.
This unmanned vessel uses the Control Architecture for Robotic Agent Command and Sensing
(CARACaS) system, which attends to its sensing, planning and behaviour autonomy needed for
each of its missions. This vessel however it’s not fully unmanned as it “answers” to a control team
that must validate every action that it plans. Also the control team is informed of every information
regarding any target that is identified. Two test scenarios are carried out in this example. The first
one has the ASV patrolling a large harbour region and checking for targets near an asset. The
other one is where the ASV circles a fixed asset and intercepts incoming vehicles.
In [22] a different path about what has been covered is used. A cognitive system is being
developed to be used on a mobile robot. What this systems does, is to use a vision system like
a human person uses his eyes. So how does it do it? It uses saccadic, vergence and pursuit
movements in order to extract information from the visual input. At each fixation, the system then
builds a 3D model of what it observed that contains information about distance, shape, texture
and motion. This whole system is being developed by 3 universities (Pace University, Brigham
Young University and Fordham) and it is called the Adaptive Dynamics and Active Perception of
Thought (ADAPT) project. Even though this is still in an early stage, the results are becoming
more and more impressive.
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2.7 Stereo Vision
Since a stereo vision system is to be implemented it has to be properly configured. At a first
stage there needs to be an imaging processing step, afterwards a matching algorithm needs to be
implemented and finally the system is in a position to start attending to obstacles.
Why is the image processing needed before the matching? As these cameras are not ideal, the
image captured by them will have some slight distortion. A way to repair this is to use a chess
board scheme. The idea behind it is that, since a chess board has a square disposition (straight
lines with 90 degrees angles), it will be easier to spot where the distortion is and then, from there,
work on having the image calibrated.
The matching part will be when the system identifies the same object in both images. In the
stereo vision field, the matching algorithms try and find these objects using the pixels in both
images. There are two different types of these algorithms:
• Local matching, analyse the area around the pixel of interest;
• Global matching, analyse the image as a whole, or large areas of the image.
There are already some algorithms that use local matching to find the same object in two
images.
2.7.1 Block Matching
This algorithm tries to look for the maximum match or the minimum error in a small region. It
compares, between frames, a certain block of an image with several blocks in the following image,
trying to find a match. In [23], an example of a block matching algorithm is given.
2.7.2 Haar Classifiers
This algorithm is used to detect objects. Rather than using pixel density, it focus on squared
sections of the images. This contrast is used to define some light and dark area zones. The Haar
Classifiers are usually formed out of two or three of these sections. This algorithm requires a large
amount of images, both with positive and negative matches on the object.
This algorithm is commonly used to identify a certain person with certain features in the
middle of a large crowd of people with different characteristics. The classifiers also enable to
work with objects of different size.
In [24] there is a practical approach of a Haar Classifiers algorithm, 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Haar Features [6]
2.7.3 Scale Invariant Feature Transform
The SIFT algorithm is a method that extracts distinct and invariant features in images that share
the desired object. These “describers” don’t vary with the size and rotation on the object and are
resilient to different perspectives.
Usually these “describers” are very reliable as they identify with high probability objects even
if they have very small size in a clustered ser.
In [25], a description of a SIFT improved algorithm based on a Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
is presented.
Figure 2.15: Example of SIFT descriptor [7]
2.7.4 Optical Flow
The optical flow is the apparent movement of the brightness patterns in an image. This algorithm
is based on the assumption that when a pixel flows to a new location, its brightness stays unaltered.
It is also assumed that the brightness of the image is uniform throughout the whole set of images.
In [26], a practical use of an optical flow algorithm and its appliance in a modified histogram
matching is described.
Chapter 3
Artificial and Stereo Vision
In this chapter a small introduction of vision applied in robotics is given. Afterwards there are
some explanations of the several requirements regarding the stereo system.
3.1 Objective
The objective of the Stereo Vision System is to extract information from the real world and manage
to interpret this in order provide the path planner software with proper information to plan a safe
course.
3.2 Depth in Mono Vision
Why is a stereo system needed rather than a mono system?
When a bidimentional image is analysed by a human, the depth of the objects are perceived.
A person in able to look at a picture and tell how many objects are in it and their position in
comparison to where the picture was taken.
The interpretation of a bidimention image by a computer system is slightly different as it can
not get as much detail as a human. It can, however, get strategic details, that can give a general
idea of where the spotted blobs are in relation to where the picture was taken.
• Brightness - the orientation of the object aids in its depth perception;
• Relative Size - the near the objects are, the bigger they look, and in the contrary, the further
they are, the smaller they look;
• Overlapping - allied with the previous detail, when an object is in front of another one it is
near than the one behind it;
• Texture - if an object has a really distinguishable texture, it is possible to get an estimate of
the depth by analysing the detail in which the texture in perceived;
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• Relative Object Movement - an object that is near seems to pass the vessel with a faster
velocity, than an object in the background.
3.3 Colour System
One of the first things to be though when trying to identify blobs is the colour system that the
software will rely on. Some details of two of the most influential colour systems are explained
below.
3.3.1 RGB
RGB is the most used colour system in monitors and cameras. It is an additive system, it adds the
values of the three primary colours: R(Red), G(Green) and B(Blue). Each component varies from
0 to 255.
The RGB colour scheme is based on a square figure in a 3 plane coordinate system, 3.1. For
example to get one of the main colours, for instance blue, it is only needed to declare the other
colour values to 0. So, (0, 0, 255) will represent the colour blue and it will coincide with an edge
of the square in the axis regarding to the B parameter. The colours red and green will also be in
their respective axis, forming another edge.
Figure 3.1: RGB cube
The main reason for this system to be disregarded in some projects is that it is not a linear
system. What this means is, that, in order to get a different type of a colour, it is not needed to just
change the tone to a specific value. Instead it is needed to change the 3 components to achieve the
wanted result. Picturing the colour blue with RBG value (0, 0, 255) to get light blue, it is needed
to add to the red component 51 and to the green component 153, resulting in the code (51, 153,
255). Doing the same process starting from red to get to light red. The results that will be achieved
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are: on the first try using (255, 51, 153) and that represents pink, or on the second try using (255,
153, 51) and reaching orange. When the result wanted was around the (253, 38, 52) code.
When applying the RGB colour system in a mobile environment, the above codes create some
problems when dealing with different luminance objects. Since not only a determined coordinate
change, it is very ineffective to use it in a dynamic algorithm. Also there is the case of the ambi-
guity in the colour positions. Some colours with different tones sometimes are more distant than
some different colours. For example, the following codes are different tones of red (240, 0, 0) and
(100, 0 , 0). However, if a comparison is made between (240, 0, 0) with (0, 240, 0), it can be seen
that a tone of red and a tone of green are reached.
3.3.2 HSV
The HSV system has three components the Hue, the Saturation and the Value. Unlike the RGB
system the colour and its tone are separated. The H and S components make the colour variations
and the V components makes the tone arrangements. The Hue represents the primary colours.
Allied to this component, the saturation describes the level of purity of the colour and holds infor-
mation on the amount of white light blended in the Hue. The Value accounts for the amount of
light in the colour. In theory the H parameter varies between 0 and 360o, and the S and V param-
eters vary between 0 and 100 %, as seen in the image 3.2. However, when using OpenCV, this
case is slightly different, the Hue varies from 0 to 180 and the Saturation and Value range from 0
to 255.
The main positive aspect of this colour system is that the Hue is almost invariant of the Value,
so this represents a system that enables the comparison of different tone colours, and that can
identify different colours in a linear manner.
Figure 3.2: HSV colour system
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3.4 Pin-Hole Model
The pin-hole model, 3.3, represents the way that an image is taken with a camera. The field view
is captured by a small opening the "pin hole". This small opening has a small distance from the
lens to the sensor, the focal length or f.
Figure 3.3: Pinhole effect
In 3.4 represents how a computer system perceives an image. The image plane is set at a f
distance (focal length).
Figure 3.4: Pinhole geometry
3.5 Stereo System
Even though the overlapping can give a clue to a certain object’s distance, it is only just a clue and
not even usable at all times. If the object in front is bigger than the back object, to a mono system,
it is impossible to detect the later object, as seen in 3.5.
Because of this detail another sensor is needed. In this case, adding a second camera was the
solution found. With the extra camera comes more possibilities, such as determining the distance
at which the objects are seen, as long as the geometric position of both cameras are known. It is
possible to calculate the distance, using two cameras, by means of a triangulation method.
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Figure 3.5: Stereo Pair Setup
The first thing to consider regarding the stereo system value of the distance between the cam-
eras, the baseline.
Afterwards the disparity value is presented using the following equation to calculate it:
Disparity = xDe− xDd (3.1)
With all the previous information is used to calculate the depth value Z:
Baseline
Z
=
Baseline+ xDe− xDd
Z− f
(Z− f ).Baseline
Z.(Z− f ) =
Z.(Baseline+ xDe− xDd)
z.(Z− f )
Z =
Baseline. f
xDe− xDd
⇒ Depth = Baseline. f
Disparity
(3.2)
3.6 represents the trigonometric relations of the previous mathematical system.
Figure 3.6: Visual representation of equation 3.2
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3.6 Calibration
In order to calculate the distance of an object using a stereo vision system, both cameras must be
properly calibrated. To achieve this there are several aspects that need to be considered.
First of all, some cameras imperfections they will have regarding the sensor. Meaning that the
readings will not be perfectly clear. This aspect can be worked on in the software. It is also able
to attend to it physically, however, if there are going to be repairs made, it defeats the purpose of
acquiring a more affordable camera. So, with this in mind, taking care of this will be done in the
software, in the mathematical way.
Secondly there is the detection range. An object can only be detected if its in a particular
common area in the cameras range, as seen in 3.7. Also there is a limit of range that an object can
be identified as one.
Figure 3.7: Camera’s detection area
To attend to these problems, one way to do it is trial and error, so the software can bypass the
geometrical deficiencies. The geometrical objective is to have the system calibrated in a way that
the axis of each camera are in sync. The X axis of each camera must be parallel to each other such
as the Z axis, the later meaning that the cameras possess the same height. Also the Y axis must be
overlapped, at a specific distance, 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Aligned Camera Setup
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The cameras calibration is needed to erase some problems that the camera system may encounter.
Some of these problems can be of natural defects or misalignments of one camera towards another.
In that way two types of parameters are considered, the intrinsic and the extrinsic.
The extrinsic ones determine the camera orientation and location in comparison of a known
referential. This includes the rotation and translation of the camera, for example of the referential
of the left camera compared to the right one’s.
Regarding the intrinsic parameters it is considered:
• Focal Length - distance from the sensor fo the camera to the plane of the image;
• Skew (lag coeficient) - coeficient that connects the horizontal axis to the vertical one of the
sensor, as the pixels may not form a perfect square image;
• Pixel Aspect Ratio - height and width relation of the pixel of the sensor;
• Optical Centre - intersection of the Z axis with the image plane. This intersection is the
centre of mass of the plane and overlaps with the optical centre;
• Distortions - radial and tangential distortion coefficients.
When referring to external parameters it is considered the three-dimensional rotation and trans-
lation of the camera’s referential towards another referential. For the stereo pair case, it will be the
left camera’s, towards the right camera’s.
3.8 Stereo Calibration
In [27] there is a thorough explication of the calibration process of the stereo vision system.
The approach taken was the chessboard method, even though there are approaches that involve
series of points and tridimensional objects. There needs to be a known pattern by the software,
for instance the corners of the chessboard must coincide with lines that intersect each other. The
patterns must be perceived from several angles and views, so, in a iteratively way, the distortions
of the hardware are compensated, until a minimal error of reprojection is found. Calibrations that
have a small number of images, a small variety of perspectives, or that the calibration pattern is at
a very large distance are of low usage. The pattern must also cover a larger area of camera view
as possible, so it doesn’t have distortions itself. A calibration must also be done using the cameras
highest resolution available. If the resolution that is though to be used in the stereo system, is
lower than the highest available, the intrinsic parameters of the cameras (the focal distance and the
point of intersection of the optical centre of the image plane), except the physical distortions of
the lens, must be subject to the scaling factor of the kind of:
ex =
horizontal_destination_resolution
horizontal_calibration_resolution
ey = vertical_destination_resolutionvertical_calibration_resolution
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While using OpenCV, [27] provides a series of steps to follow to calibrate the stereo pair. The
following steps use a 13 by 8 chessboard, and the steps are as follows:
• Image Acquisition
• Detection of the corners of the chessboard - Using the function cvFindChessboardCorners,
the corners of the chessboard are detected and stored.
• Enhancement of the precision of the corner detection - The function cvFindCornerSub-
Pix, receives the stored corners and returns the same corners, but with a higher precision.
It does it by taking advantage of the orthogonal properties between the vectors that connect
the coordinates of the detected corners to other points and the gradient of the surrounding
zone.
• Stereo Calibration - The function cvStereoCalibrate that receives the rotation and trans-
lation matrices provided by the function cvCalibrateCamera2. This later function uses,
iteratively, a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm to locally reduce the error of re-
projection of the chessboard corners, being stopped when a break criteria is met. It also
turns the left and right images into coplanar images.
• Calculate the rectification parameters - From the function cvStereoRectify the parameters
for the vertical alignment of the images and the reprojection matrix, Q, are obtained.
Q =

1 0 0 −cx
0 1 0 −cy
0 0 0 f
0 0 −1Tx
(cx−c′x)
Tx

Q

x
y
d
1
=

X
Y
Z
W

c_x and c_y refer to the optical centre’s projection coordinates of the left camera plane. c_x’,
identically, refers to correspondent of the right camera plane optical centre. The f parameter
is the focal distance of the left camera. T_x refers for the coordinate of the translation vector
of the external parameters of the stereo pair.
The Q matrix allows to connect the 2D coordinates, (x, y), of the reflection point in the
image, to the 3D coordinates, (X, Y, Z), of the point in the world. That is possible with the
following math model:
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d = xdireita− xesquerda
X = xesquerda ∗Q(0,0)+Q(0,3)
Y = yesquerda ∗Q(1,1)+Q(1,3)
Z = Q(2,3)
W = d ∗Q(3,2)+Q(3,3)
X(3D) =
X
W
Y (3D) =
Y
W
Z(3D) =
Z
W
• Generate maps for the remapping function - The function cvInitUndistortRectifyMap
receives, for each camera, matrices with the parameters of the camera, and matrices with the
rectified parameters, distortion coefficients and rotation matrices of the camera, in order to
generate the remapping maps for the function cvRemap. This maps allow for the reposition
of each pixel in the image. For each image, two maps are generated, one for each coordinate.
• Matching Algorithm - Either one of the following functions allow for a correspondence be-
tween the images and generate disparity maps, cvFindStereoCorrespondenceBM and cvFind-
StereoCorrespondenceGC.
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Chapter 4
Visual Conduction System
In this chapter there is a detailed explanation of how the image acquisition works, and the purpose
of the information gathered using the stereo vision system.
4.1 Stereo Vision
Object detection is of great importance to having an autonomous vessel to complete its mission,
going from point A to point B, safely. Allied to this, being able to estimate a distance from the
obstacle provides even more of a chance to complete the vessel’s mission.
As was previously seen, to extract a distance of an obstacle using a 2D image, a second sensor
is required. Using a pair of calibrated cameras, that can be calculated. The image pair, will provide
the tools to properly calculate the distance of an obstacle. Having both cameras trigger at the same
time allows for the system to collect a double perspective of the scenery ahead and to detect the
obstacles that require to be detected.
Still, there is a trade-of to this system. If the distance of the stereo pair, the baseline, is to
small, the closer the obstacles can be detected, on the other hand if the baseline is increased,
the obstacles, can be detected further way. With this in mind an understanding of the needs and
the capability of our system needs to be drawn out. First, when trying to detect obstacles at a
great distance, the image gets pixelated and the object is hard to determine and match to cameras.
Alternately, the closer an object is detection, the less distance and time there is to avoid it. With
this in mind there is a commitment that needs to be thought of and achieved.
To calculate the distance at which the cameras would be installed, it is first needed to think
about the distance at which the obstacles are wanted to be identified. Since the tests for the system
were going to be done in a laboratory environment, then it was thought to have the cameras detect
obstacles from a very close range to around 4 metres, the length of the pool. The cameras were
placed at a distance of 10 cm, that enables detection from 20 cm and is capped at the 3 4 metre
length.
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4.2 Hardware
4.2.1 Computational System
The on board computer system is the Raspberry Pi, 4.1. The Raspberry Pi has a Broadcom
BCM2835 SoC, [28], which includes an ARM1176JZF-S 700MHz processor, VideoCore IV
GPU, and 512 Mb of RAM. It does not have a built in memory, so a 4Gb SD card is used for
storage purposes.
Figure 4.1: Raspberry Pi Model B - Diagram [8]
4.2.2 Camera Pair
The cameras that were chosen to be connected to the Raspberry Pi are the Mako G-125C, 4.2,
with a Optica Goyo 3.5mm lens. It has a Sony’s ICX445, [29], sensor and its maximum frame
rate at full resolution is of 30 fps. It also enables external triggers events using rising/falling edges
with 1µs increments.
Figure 4.2: Mako G-125C [9]
Since there were some difficulties in having an image to process using this image pair. First
with the OpenCV programmes developed, the OpenCV wrapper that enables Prosilica Gig-E based
cameras to communicate with the software was not properly working. Another take was tried,
trying to use the camera’s native API to extract the information and later having it processed using
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the OpenCV developed software. This also returned some bad results, so it was thought of using
an USB camera for simulation purposes.
There was an available camera, the Logitech c270, 4.3. It has a 640x480 resolution that
enables 30 fps. However, it does not have external triggers.
Figure 4.3: Logitech c270 [10]
4.3 Software
In 4.4 there is the representation of the stereo system steps, and its interaction with the path
planner.
Figure 4.4: Stereo system flow chart
4.3.1 Simulator
To provide an understanding of the stereo system and the path planner a simulator was developed
in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010.
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The simulator is able to extract the coordinates of an obstacle, have it sent to a processing
system, that will handle it and convert it to information that can be interpreted by the path planner.
Afterwards, the route can be recalculated and printed, so it can be analysed.
4.3.2 Image Acquisition and Processing
Rather than making a fully operational stereo system capable of detecting and tracking obstacles,
it was thought of continuing the work done in [27] and find a way to connect with a path planner.
What followed was a series of studies of how a stereo vision can withdraw information about
the surrounding environment and how that information can be processed and interpreted in order
to have an unmanned vessel be able to set a safe route to perform its mission.
4.3.2.1 Acquiring the Targets
To acquire the targets the method used was colour based. On a first stage, the object was displayed
on the water and the colours filtered so there was only the said object on display. After the filtering
was applied, an OpenCV function was called, the cv::findContours(), with it, the outline of an
object can be found. Allied to this function the moments method was used. This method reads
through all the obstacles found with the cv::findContours() and calculates the x and y coordinates
of the largest contour. Each one’s size is defined by its inner area. In 4.5 the contours and moments
method is seen when applied to one object.
Figure 4.5: Object identified using colour
Another approach was tried attempting to have a more dynamic detection system. It was
thought to have the image divided in channels, a channel for red, green and blue. This method
resided in detecting any colour different from blue. In a controlled and manipulated environment,
this method had promising outcomes. In an open field scenario, however, its results were less than
satisfactory. On every image tested, there was a lot more obstacles detected than it should have
been. A slightly change of pixel colouring and it was detected as a small obstacle. One way to
deal with this abundance of fake positives could be to recur to some noise filtering techniques and
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some object dropping routines. This, however, may confuse its purpose and drop obstacles that
are real at larger distances, as they were treated as noise in the image.
4.3.2.2 The Image Pair
Since both cameras capture the images at the same time, they have the same objects on a different
perspective. The next step is to identify, which object is which.
The matching aspect is the most important feature in a stereo vision system. To match a 3D
point in two different cameras can be computed only in the visual areas where the images overlap.
Before the matching is made though, some filtering must be done to the images, in order for them
to be normalized in the same tone of light. One of the cameras may have brighter tones than the
other, causing positive matches to becoming negative. Afterwards, a Sum of Absolute Differences
routine is run to find matching points in the left and right normalized images. According to every
feature in one image, the best matching point in the same row of another image needs to be
searched. Consequently, matching points must have the same row in two images, as well as having
equal y values points, 4.6.
(a) Right camera (b) Left camera
Figure 4.6: Image Pair
4.3.3 Processing the Information
The coordinates read from the image pair, on their own, are not enough for the purposes that are
needed. They provide information to get a good estimate of the distance of the object, however, it
is still needed to perform several changes to this information before sending it to the path planner.
First, it is required to calculate the angle at which the object is positioned from the vessel, 4.7.
Now that the distance is known it is only needed a couple of trigonometric calculations to also
have this angle. Afterwards, there needs to be an adaptation of the distance and angle to values
that will make sense to the path planner. After all this is done, the coordinates can be sent so the
route can be calculated.
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Figure 4.7: Calculate the angle
4.3.4 Tracking
Another aspect of the vision system is the ability to keep locked on to a target and track its position,
by constantly getting its coordinates.
The first method tested that had the most promising results was the Method of Sequential
Images. It uses two sequential frames of a camera/video feed and compares them in order to
evaluate with pixels have changed.
The OpenCV library has a function that is able to calculate the absolute different between
two frames and returning a threshold image containing the pixels that change, cv::absdiff(frame1,
frame2, output). This method provides a way to identify objects not using colour. The above
mentioned function requires both frames to be converted to grey images, in order to make the
detection smoother. When the output image is returned, it will have a white blur, to track it, a
similar approach is used like the one on the stereo pair.
The output of the function mentioned above will not be perfectly shaped like the obstacle in
the feed. On the contrary, in will represent the object in both frames in the original and final
position. Furthermore, if the obstacle is moving slowly enough and is of constant colour, part of
the object will not be captured, as it will be overlapping in both frames. On the other hand, if the
object is fast enough, the threshold seems to contain more than 1 object. To work with this, there
is a simple approach to take. There is an OpenCV function, cv::blur(inputImage, outputImage,
Size), that can expand the threshold object in order for it to be more distinct and, this way, simple
to identify, as seen on the image 4.8b.
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(a) Object locked (b) Threshold Image
Figure 4.8: Sequential Method Example
After the threshold image is generated with the blurred detected objects, there still needs to be
an identification of the object itself. This is made in a similar way, as the stereo pair, individually
obtains them, by making use of the cv::findContours() function. This can be seen in image 4.8a.
Even though this method provided with good results in the first tries, when more tests were
performed this method gave very bad results. For example, in the first tests the oscillation of the
camera was considered, as seen in image 4.9 that the thresholded image has a lot of noise. This
happens because the sequential method detects every single pixel change. To deal with the cameras
oscillation some remapping algorithms can be thought of. However there were other problems.
(a) Original image (b) Threshold image
Figure 4.9: Sequential method - too much noise
Seeing that usually movement on the water is slow, a test was done with the target moving
really slowly, this provided the threshold in image 4.10. The object is detected at some point, but
it was required for it to be precisely detected, so this approach was later dropped and a method
based on colour was used.
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(a) Original image (b) Threshold image
Figure 4.10: Sequential Method - no detection
Chapter 5
Path Planner
In this chapter the path planner simulator is described, explaining its algorithms and ways it was
connected to the other systems.
5.1 Software
The path planner algorithm was based on several existing ones, particularly the A* and the Vector
Field Histogram. It was also developed with the presupposition that the vessel has its own position
determined using a GPS device.
In order to understand if the path planner was properly working a simulator was written. It
draws the initial and desired route. If there are obstacles a final route is also drawn, and several
information regarding the obstacles is also printed. This information includes the coordinates in
the open field, as well as the coordinates in the simulator. Also the angles that are required to
perform in order to alter the vessel’s course are printed as well.
The original route for the simulator was designed to be a straight line, as can be seen in image
5.1.
Figure 5.1: Initial route
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5.1.1 Algorithm
The algorithm is a rather straight forward one:
1. Read the known obstacles (landmarks, or docked vessels for instance) from a XML file;
2. Calculate areas to avoid;
3. Set initial safe route;
4. Each time a pair of images is read check for coordinates of new obstacle. If there is a new
obstacle return to point 2, otherwise, maintain current route.
That is the main algorithm, describing the system itself. Regarding the route calculation, it is
not fully optimized as it gives a greater emphasis to whether or not there is a cluster of obstacles.
For example, if there is a high number of obstacles on one of the sides of the initial route, the
vessel is drawn to perform a longer route in order to not avoid each obstacle on its own, doing a
shorter path.
5.1.2 XML Integration
It was chosen to use a XML file to hold information regarding the foreknown obstacles, as its
parsers are quite small and fast in the processing way. Also it creates a fairly organized information
file, that is easily modified by hand and with the software. The XML file also holds the information
regarding the obstacles found.
Because of the XML aspect, this method requires that a preparation is needed in order to have
a safer initial beginning. What this means is that the area where the mission will occur must be
analysed. The obstacles meet must converted to the system’s coordinates data so the planner can
have a pre-emptive start.
The information written on the XML file about the obstacle only regards its position in the
world. Also it is written in a way to better suit the simulator. It has a list of the found/known
obstacle’s coordinates of the top left corner and the lower right corner. It was chosen to use
a square obstacle structure to easily perform mathematical operations on it and to calculate the
waypoints.
5.1.3 Areas to Avoid
The areas to avoid aspect of the software is very straightforward. What this does is transform every
obstacle in a circle. This circle is set in the centre of the obstacle and its radius must be enough
not only to comprehend the entire obstacle but also create a safe distance from it.
As seen in image 5.2 there is an example of areas to avoid.
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Figure 5.2: Areas to avoid
5.1.4 Route Calculation
With the areas to avoid calculated the route can be calculated. All these areas are considered in
order to create the safest path available. This path is formed by several waypoints, as can be seen
on the image 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Information of the route
In the image 5.4 the representation of the final route, as well as the known obstacles, can be
seen.
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Figure 5.4: Final route calculated
The simulator was developed to calculate routes when a small number of obstacles are known.
If these obstacles are in a cluster on one side of the vessel, the system can deal with them. If,
however, they are scattered around the field of vision, an optimal solution may not be reached.
5.2 Self Positioning
With path planning one of the major problems is for the vessel to know its own position in relation
to the world. There are several ways to do this, for example using beacons to triangulate and
calculate its own position in comparison of the position of the beacons. Or doing the same using
local landmark and the vessel’s orientation towards them.
In this case a GPS system was thought of to have its own position at any given moment and
not have to count on external factors.
Even though the XML aspect of the path planner has a request at some degree to do a prepa-
ration of the system prior to its deployment, the GPS was still though of a better option. With the
GPS there is no need to perform calculation in order to get the vessel’s own position, the estimate
will be slightly better, and with a digital compass, a good estimate of where the vessel is oriented
is available.
Chapter 6
Simulator Tests and Results
In this chapter the simulator was tested to see if the interaction between the systems was possible
and viable. The following pages contain the results achieved.
6.1 Image Acquisition
The tests for the tracking and the distance calculation routines where performed in a controlled
environment in the labs.
6.1.1 Tracking
One of the objectives was to lock onto a target and keep monitoring its position. In 6.1 the object
being spotted can be seen and, it also, has its centre of mass coordinates identified. Later in 6.2
the object’s coordinates being tracked can be observed.
(a) Target (b) Threshold
Figure 6.1: Tracking test
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Figure 6.2: Object’s coordinates
6.1.2 Distance Calculation
Tracking an object means nothing to this system if this information can not be used to calculate
the obstacle’s distance. In 6.3 and 6.4 it can be seen that the object is being detected and in 6.5
it can be seen the distance of the obstacle and the angle at which the object is seen.
(a) Left camera (b) Right camera
Figure 6.3: Tracking test
(a) Left camera threshold (b) Right camera threshold
Figure 6.4: Tracking test
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Figure 6.5: Stereo system’s information
6.2 Processing the Information
In 6.6, it can seen the coordinates of the obstacle ready to be sent to the XML file.
Figure 6.6: Obstacle’s information
6.3 Path Planning
Since the path planner doesn’t have any obstacles in the XML file, it should only have one object
in range and it should cross it by the left. It can be seen that in the image 6.7. Also, in 6.8 the
information regarding the obstacles can be read.
Figure 6.7: Final Route
Figure 6.8: Obstacle’s Information
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Chapter 7
Results and Future Work
In this chapter the results of the project are presented, as well as the problems that arose with its
development.
7.1 Development Problems
During the development of the project several problems arose. The first and most important one
was the time management. In the beginning it was thought of using ROS to allow the interaction
between the camera system, path planner and the vessel. Since it was taking a long time to get
a single result, it was later dropped and the initial objectives were resumed. Afterwards, as men-
tioned in chapter 4 there was a problem with accessing the cameras using the developed software,
it required a specific library of OpenCV, but at the time other approaches were being tried. In
the tracking aspect, the vessel’s oscillation and movement were not considered in a first approach,
only later on which proved to be a major flaw is this system.
7.2 Objectives Fulfilment
In an overall scheme of things, the objectives have been meet. There was an interpretation of how
to extract information from the environment using a stereo vision system. There was also done
a development of a simulator to process this information and enable a path planner to take into
account several obstacles that may arise form the stereo vision system and provide with a solution
for a safe route.
The developed system does not interact with the framework on board the vehicles of the Ocean-
Sys. The tests were all done in the simulator and in a controlled and closed environment.
Regarding the path planner there are several limitations in it. For instance, it is not by any
means close to being optimized. It also lacks a solution to having a cluster of obstacles scattered
throughout the area the vision system can process.
Also, since the program itself was developed in a MS VS2010 environment, there was a larger
allowance for more computational power, than it would have been if it was developed in the on
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board CPU, the Raspberry Pi. So, the program itself requires a larger power of the CPU than it
should need.
7.3 Future Work
Like every project there is still room for improvements. For starters, this work mainly focused in
processing the information acquired via stereo vision system and utilizing it to set a course for the
vessel. The next step in development is to implement it in the on board CPU of the OceanSys and
have the vessel be tested on an open environment.
To have an autonomous vessel base its entire information acquisition from a stereo vision
system is quite unwise, as its angle of watchfulness is quite small. There are several solutions that
can be studied, for example have a couple of ultra sound sensors integrated in the vessel, so they
can track the sides of the vessel to try and detect any obstacle that may arise out of the blue. This
ultra sound sensor system, can be integrated in another one, the remapping of the sea bed using
ultra sounds. This method may prove to be an asset to the vessel itself.
Without moving away from the vision field, a rotation stereo system can also be studied. It
would provide a greater angle of analysis and also have potential to be used in other features, such
as a Reconnaissance system. This feature would take advantage of vessel’s ability to go to its
desired location and then map the area in a 3D model of it.
There can also be an upgrade of the vessel’s software to integrate the Robotics Operating Sys-
tem (ROS). It will enable the connection between all of the vessels systems and make interaction
with each other.
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